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Rueben, thanks for visiting my blog! I did get a reply from the dealer about his finding on the
Internet, so I suppose he sells the watch. I havent seen a watch like this in a while so Im not familiar
with the serial number but I can see the case number is different from the normal C 7 model. Its a
little bigger and has a different crown and grip. This suggests a model with a different movement.
The date mechanism is the same so the watch is brand new. The model number and the fact the
case number is different suggest its an older model though. The case back markings give some
clues. The small letter C, the + and the 6 £ is the standard date reference on the Citizen model. The
9 £ is the date indicator on the C 7 series, and the £ and 70 are the same on this model. The 13,5 £
is the movement ID, which is also standard for the 7700. It looks like a 7700 with the movement
moved down a bit so a more rounded 12 seems to be about right. From the photograph it looks like
the date is set as part of the movement, which wasnt the case on the 7700. Hope that helps,
Stephen Hi Mark, thanks for visiting my blog. Unfortunately there are no other reference books I can
think of that would help with this, so its difficult to say whether its an early date fix or not. The serial
number and the references on the case back seem to suggest its one of the later ones and a fix date
model. The style of the dial does look like the 7700 series, which was a commercial model, like the
Moon Phase (lunar models). The 7700 was introduced in 1973 and had the standard round hands and
a standard day date and 24 hour bezel. Its possible that the dial isnt complete but its clear that the
number 9, which is the date reference is in the right place. The 70.9 £ is a feature of later models,
and so this is consistent with a late model fix date. Maybe the hour counter and minute hand were
added later (made in Japan) and this would explain the script for the hour hand and numerals. You
might like to try the ID movement page on the Star page to see if its a possible ID. The movement
page covers the entire range of watch movements made by STAR, and no. 1058970 is very similar to
no. 1058967. The difference is its got no. 10.9 in the movement ID, which is more like the 7700 ID.
Hope that helps, Stephen
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hi tania, thanks for the link. i think this movement was issued about 1973, but you can never be
100% sure with a movement as common as this. most of the information i can find about the

movement gives no model number. the only other information i can find is a copy of a german
document issued in 1973 listing these movements. this document lists the model number as the

amh-52, and gives the making date as 9/1972. i assume you have a german citizen, as you have the
model number and case back. if the second hand is ticking away in the photo it was still ticking when

i took it, but it took me a while to get the picture clear enough. i would say it is highly likely to be
your watch, the moulding lines are of the correct type, and the earliest ones have the full series of

lot numbers on the inside and on the rear ring of the dial. hi peter, thanks for visiting my blog. i hope
i have been able to help you to establish the date of your watch. i have sent you a contact (private
message) explaining why i think your watch dates to october 1972. i would guess it probably was

made later than this, because the two lot numbers of your case are the same as mine, and mine is
from 1981-1983. but that is just a guess. the problem is that most of the information i have found

about the movement gives no date of issue. if you have any further questions, please feel free to use
the contact i have sent you. or if you want to look up the movement on the internet, here are some

links: hello, thanks for the nice pictures of your watch. ive been looking for an unidentified lady's
watch with a notaion on the back and everytime i have tried to search for info i get bombarded with
videos of people and their watch and rather than research it on my own ive decided to buy one and
take a picture of it. mine has a 453bx7 with serial 1371 on the back. i was told by a gentleman that

the style (icab) was a vintage one from the early 50's. maybe not so vintage now. i have tried to
search for your similar model with the same serial number and am not sure whether the number

(1371) indicates the year or model number. it is 453bx7. i also have a steve hamilton wristwatch of
the same year with the same serial number and bar code but on the back is stamped a10. ive been
told that this wrist watch was an easy fit. i would appreciate if you could help. thanks. 5ec8ef588b
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